andere kleine Partei wählen, so daß es sehr wahrscheinlich ist, daß die SED die Wahl gewinnt. On a humid afternoon in July we collected in a university room for a slide presentation on GDR art. The speaker, a professor of art history at the university, talked about the relationship between art and society. He explained the theoretical development of GDR art, which, he conceded, was centralized as well as subsidized. He talked about eventual diversity, of theme and style, to be found in contemporary artists (attested to, incidentally, by this particular exhibit), responsibility. He neatly rehearsed the history of artfrom the dogmatism of the 40s and 50s with its socialist realist glorifications of the New Man, the stress on the collective over the individual, the visionary industrial landscape; to the sixties and the "second generation" influenced by the work of Otto Dix. He talked about the Bitterfelder Weg, the impulse to encourage workers to write about their working life, which produced such cliches as the "boy wants tractor-boy gets tractor" genre, but poets as acute and articulate as Wolfgang Hilbig. With equal measures of alacrity and sincerity, this man spoke of the contrast between abstract, elitist, commercial art in the Bundesrepublik vs. the ideologically motivated products of socialist realism, which were close to the experience of the people, the reality of the workers. For him, the term "ideological" had no pejorative connotations.
He came to the plurality of the sixties and seventies, the citational tendencies in both art and literature: the reexamination of the individual, so-called "new subjectivity," and the use of allegory and myth for social and political commentary, usually of a critical nature. He talked about renaissance iconography, mannerism, surrealist tendencies, the introduction of religious themes, and his comments were full not of dismissive remarks about bourgeois art, but of praise for art that is aware of its context. He talked on about the rehabilitation of Romanticism, once rejected for its dark side and obsessive and rampant subjectivity; and of Expressionism. He finally insisted that there was something called the dialectical relationship between the artist and the audience.
We sat in the dark and asked questions. After seeing 75 slides of industrial landscapes, workers at work and at rest, lunar landscapes that were called "Vietnam after America," I asked about a kind of art conspicuously absent. Cezanne, the artist whose works 7
